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Across

1. The jacket with the buttons on 

front you recieve symbolizes

2. Lily is excited to recieve a 

________ in ceremony of the nine

4. Where did Jonas volunteer

5. Jonas mother worked for the 

________ department

6. Ashers assignment was Assistant 

Director of __________

8. What is Fionas assignment

10. What was the name of Fiona's new 

baby brother

14. When Jonas stole an apple he was 

"humiliated" by the ______

16. Families talked about their ______ 

during the morning

17. what age do you recieve your 

assignment

18. What was the first color Jonas saw

21. What assignment did Lily used to 

want

22. The eighth rule of the Receiver 

allows Jonas to _____

23. What is the title of the head of 

council

24. When the cheif elder said that 

_____ would be included in the training 

Jonas became frightened

25. The qualities of a receiver are 

Intelligence, integrity, courage, and 

______

Down

3. What is the assignment of Jonas' 

father?

7. What is the council or "government" 

trying to achieve in communities

9. Who was the Reicever in trainging 

before Jonas

11. Where did Jonas spend time sharing 

revieving memories from teh Giver

12. Where did people "go" after Release

13. In the first chapter how did Jonas 

feel about the ceremony of the twelve

15. Jonas first saw beyond while the 

Giver told him he first ______ beyone

19. How many rules are there for the 

recievers

20. How many chances do you have 

before being released


